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The Chief Minister also said, we have to work according to the environment. He also 
emphasized on bringing about change in the syllabus if needed to keep in line modernisation 
in different sectors including technical education instead of educating the children in 
conventional manner. He said, the government has recently made a benchmark with 
significant success in various fields. It is necessary to acquaint the new generation about 
these achievements including discussion in higher education sector. The government is 
working on priority basis to ensure all kinds of opportunities with transparency for everyone 
till the last person in the society. The Chief Minister stressed upon speedy implementation of 
different works and citizen-centric services. He said, inconsistency towards the goal is not 
going to bring in success. MoU has been signed in the Destination Investment-Tripura 
Summit 2021 to the tune of about 3 crore rupees investment in Tripura. A huge investment is 
going to be made in the IT sector which will escalate the process of building a prosperous 
Tripura. A huge possibility of commercial investment and development has originated from 
this Summit. This has opened up avenues of huge prospects of economic growth investment. 
Everyone’s effort is essential to materialise the goal of next 25 years taken up by the state 
government. The Chief Minister called upon the officials to responsibly create connection 
with people of all sections through implementation of specific plans. 

Information and Cultural Affairs Minister Sushanta Chowdhury in the programme 
said, the state government has taken decisions on how we want to see Tripura in next 25 
years. ICA Minister hoped for everyone’s cooperation for the successful implementation of 
the plans. Chief Secretary Kumar Alok said, one needs to be consistent in order to reach the 
goal. He emphasized on strategizing the implementation of the plans and on everyone’s 
participation to reach the goal. Sharing his experience at work in Tripura he said, while 
joining my work in 1991 in Tripura, there was not even bus stand available from the airport 
in those days but presently the state is going to have an international airport. There was a time 
when police assistance was required even to install computer system in the government 
offices but presently, we have mobiles as mini computers in everyone’s pockets. Huge 
changes have been observed in many areas. Our social system has changed. He hoped for 
everyone’s cooperation including officials of every level in implementing the plans for the 
next 25 years. Principal Secretary Sriram Tarunikanti and other high-ranking officials were 
present in the programme. 
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